
CTC Teesside cycle ride to the Lake District – What actually happened              June 16th – 19th 2011 

The Arrangements 

Mark and Peter came up with a brilliant idea of cycling in the Alps, fairly easy for these two superb 

cyclists with massive thighs – well Mark at least. There was a problem though. Their plan included 

taking 8 cyclists in 2 cars, and a thing called “money”. They quickly got two participants, themselves, 

but the other six did not materialise. They said, “What the heck”, packed their cyclists and went off 

to Majorca. 

Steve, who had taken over the mantel of “Annual Ride planner” from Ian, realised that he would 

have to plan a UK ride. The question was where else could 

the destination be when previous rides had been north, 

south and west from Middlesbrough, and going east would 

end of in the sea. He lay there dreaming in bed just after the 

New Year, and an idea struck him – the Lake District. A smile 

came over his face. He could build in more hills than Ian the 

year before. The vision of Kirkstone Pass flashed through his 

mind. “Yes”, his little brain cells thought, the ultimate way 

to turn strong men into quivering wrecks.  

Steve jumped out of bed and was so excited he ran to his PC. He asked Streetmap to plan a route but 

soon realised that going along the A66 would be inappropriate. He would need to go into micro-

planning, and walk along all the tiny roads. It then struck him that all the accommodation had to be 

Youth Hostels – the camaraderie brought about by sleeping in the same room was an integral part of 

the experience – except for Alec who preferred his own atmosphere. A plan and route began to 

emerge as he sweated night after night on the fine detail of the route. His wife wondered what he 

was up to that kept him so interested – dating sites? 

Finally he came up with a plan: 

Day 1, Thursday 16 June. Stockton to Dufton Youth Hostel (66 miles) 

Day 2, Friday 17 June.  Dufton to Coniston Youth Hostel (52 miles) 

Day 3, Saturday 18 June. Coniston to Hawes Youth Hostel(65 miles) 

Day 4, Sunday 19 June.  Hawes to Stockton (51 miles) 

So the ride would be a total of a mere 234 miles plus all the miles to and from Stockton. 

His email went out in early February and the normal culprits signed up fast: Peter; Mark; Mick-Mike; 

Alec; Alison; and Mike from the famous GASBAGS. Could Ian be persuaded to change his pledge that 

he would not participate now he lived in South Wales but he was not for turning. Within days a 

further two GASBAGS, John and Jeff, had signed up ensuring that a CTC member would not be 

bringing up the rear. The accommodation was booked and the arrangements were complete. 

Super-fit Alison had been absent most of the year with illness and Steve was getting worried. Would 

the token CTC woman, who brought glamour to the team, actually be fit enough? Finally she 



withdrew but pledged to be back cycling soon. Her place was taken by Jessica, another GASBAG, 

who had cycled across the Americas. The CTC members were getting worried. There were now 4.5 

CTC members and 4.5 GASBAGS members with Alec having a big foot in both camps. Would they 

have to drink and eat more than normal to beat GASBAGS at both cycling and guzzling? The week 

before the ride was due to start Steve learnt that Mick-Mike could not participate due to a family 

bereavement. It had happened! There were more GASBAGS than CTC on the ride. Could they buy 

back one of Alec’s feet to equalise the situation?  

The Ride 

Day 1, Thursday 16 June. Stockton to Dufton Youth Hostel – 83 miles (Mike) 

Jess had to sign on at the Job Centre so would need to start late, with Mike agreeing to wait for her 

and chaperoning her to meet the rest of the team. Mike arrived at Jess’s house at 9:50 but by 10:15 

she had not returned. Had they given her a job? Been banned from cycling? Then she arrived home 

and they set off at 10:30. 

They raced after the other six and at Middleton Tyas were only 5 miles behind them but then made 

2 bad route mistakes and finally arrived in Barnard Castle 40 minutes after the other six. Jess, in her 

mid-forties though no-one would suspect that age, cycled up Tan Hill the previous year leaving Mike 

in her wake. On this forty-mile ride from Stainton to Barnard Castle, Mike led most of the way but 

was Jess holding something in reserve?  

These two GASBAGS met up with the others: 

 Jeff, 63, GASBAG, the elder statesman, always fitter 

than he believes, and renowned for meandering up 

hills, thus cycling twice the distance.  Much older 

than Mike – well by almost 2 years! 

 John, 54, GASBAGS champion; hopefully able to 

challenge the uphill climbing of the mighty CTC. 

John had just had a skin-head haircut aiming to emulate his hero “Peddling Pete”, and 

hoping the reduced drag would give him micro-seconds advantage going up hills 

 Alec, 52, half-CTC, half-GASBAG, but classed as the CTC uphill cycling 

champion, holes in both knees 

 Mark, 50, CTC, the fastest CTC cyclist downhill, the profile of a Norse 

God, very calm and collected 

 Peter but known as “Peddling Pete”, 53, CTC, the funniest man in the 

CTC and finds it easy to keep the team amused, but bites off more 

than he can chew  – in this case his own tongue; Founder member of STS – Soup To Soup 

club. Peter had recently been cycling endless miles in South Wales 

and was worried about his odd-shaped right knee. 

 Steve, 42, CTC, the leader of the ride, very slim but remarkably fit 

and can cycle up steep hills like they are down-hills 

Jeff hugged Jess and fortunately just shook Mike’s hand. He looked 

distraught. “I’ve only just been able to keep with the rest”, he stated, “I’m glad I’m just here for 2 



days”. Then he enthused about the CTC, “They are just wonderful”, he burst out, “They always wait 

for the slowest to catch up”. He then looked Mike in the eyes, and burst into the Rod Stewart song, 

“Stay with Me”. Peter was muttering to himself, “Oh dear me – my knee is in great pain and my poor 

tongue”. “Stop talking then”, Mark joked. 

Steve led the way out of Barnard Castle with a strong wind 

in the team’s faces. They reached a lake, which was flat and 

so was the road next to it. Peter saw some fishermen next 

to the Lake, and remarked, “With my knees I might give up 

being Peddling Pete and become Paddling Pete” – what a 

wit! We turned right up a steep hill. John was keeping pace 

with the CTC team, 

and Jess had found 

her legs and was 

just a fraction behind. At the top of the hill Steve raised his 

hand, “We will wait for the two ancient GASBAGS”. No-one 

dare challenge the mighty compassionate Steve. John felt so 

pleased he lay on the ground, raised his legs in the air and 

began shaking them around. 

Peter remarked to Mike when he appeared, “It is not far to Brough and the last 5 miles is all 

downhill”. “Wonderful”, Mike thought, as he wrung the sweat out of his hat. 

We were off again and Mike kept checking his milometer as Brough came closer, and we were still 

cycling uphill with only 2 miles to go. “I might have been exaggerating”, said Peter, with a gurgle. 

We shot through Brough and over the A66 then circled round to come up to the A66 again. We all 

realised that we had to cycle on the A66 for up to a mile with enormous trucks thundering past. We 

all looked at Steve, our route planner. Was he trying to kill us? “We are off my planned route”, 

shouted Steve, “I was asked to take a shortcut”. Everyone looked at everyone else – who was guilty? 

Steve refused to say. We cycled carefully up the A66, and counted each person in as they arrived 

back on a minor road. Eight cyclists and yes, eight had cycled safely across.  

We only had eight miles to go to Dufton but after cycling over 70 miles Mike was feeling exhausted. 

He ate an energy bar, and suddenly set off cycling past everyone. Mike could now understand how 

Ian, on the previous rides, had been so fast. Ian was the “Energy-bar kid”, consuming a massive 

number each day. Three miles from Dufton and Jeff was becoming delirious. Mark stayed back to 

look after him. The CTC like to ensure that everyone survives 

their tough rides, and no wife needs to be informed of the 

unfortunate death of their loved one. 

We arrived at Dufton, with Jess, being a lady, cycling straight 

to the Youth Hostel to get a shower. Peter and Mark cycled 

straight to the pub, with beer coming before cleanliness. 

They were soon joined by the other men. 



The men showered then returned, with Jess, to the pub for 

an enormous meal. Mike just couldn’t finish his meal, the 

first time ever, after consuming the energy bar. He also left 

most of his last pint, which upset Jeff as he bought it! 

Jess was acting well as our touch of glamour, surprisingly 

when her pannier was so small. How did her hairdryer fit in? 

Jess kept the team amused with her tales of cycling the 

Americas – even the mighty CTC cyclists looked in awe at this 

lady who had had such an adventurous cycling life. 

Day 2, Friday 17 June.  Dufton to Coniston Youth Hostel - 52 miles (Mike) 

Jess had been lucky by having a 6-bed room to herself, and 

arrived at breakfast well rested. Alec had arranged his own 

B&B with the other six men sleeping in a 6-bed room. The 

initial talk was about snoring and sleep, with the conclusion 

being that no-one had been abnormally loud. The team did 

not move onto to talking about bowel composition as is the 

norm in a hospital ward. 

The route bypassed Penrith then continued along the side of 

Ullswater with fairly easy cycling but continuous rain. Jeff was bringing up the rear still and Jess was 

tiring, just maintaining an edge over Jeff – astonishing as she had hardly cycled all year. The CTC 

always waited at the brow of hills, putting team spirit above speed.  

Mike saw a long hill in the distance and realised that this was Kirkstone Pass. He had been up this 

long hill the previous year and it hadn’t seemed too steep. The CTC team 

with the GASBAGS champion John were well in the lead up the hill. Mike 

began to walk and was passed by Jess who kept on cycling. Jess stopped 

and Mike passed her again. There was no sign of Jeff. Would he make it? 

Would he turn round and cycle to back to Penrith? Finally Mike reached 

the top to find Mark, Alec, Pete, Steve and John drinking beer in the pub 

at the top. It turned out that even the mighty hill-climber Steve walked 

towards the end. Poor Alec looked exhausted. 

Jess was only just behind Mike, but Jeff had not appeared after a considerable time. His head came 

over the brow of the hill – he had made it. He explained to the team that alike to Formula 1 driver he 

had adopted a 50 stop strategy. He cycled for 100 yards, 

stopped, lay down for a few minutes, then continued on – 

Jeff was hoping to claim that he hadn’t walked at all. Finally, 

near the top, he had to walk – the hill was just too steep!  

We zoomed down the hill to the ferry on Windermere – 

really superb cycling. On the ferry John phoned one of his 

ladies – later claimed to be his daughter. 



Mike relaxed and thought the remaining 8 miles should be 

easy. However more hills appeared draining the energy out of 

his legs. Finally we arrived at the Coniston Youth Hostel. We 

were shown to our room. Great! There were 6 double bunks 

so we could each have a bottom bunk. Reality struck home 

when we were informed that the Youth Hostel was full that 

night and in walked 3 enormous walkers. We all thought 

“snorers”. 

We walked into Coniston to eat and now the guzzling divide 

came between the GASBAGS and the CTC, with Alec joining 

the GASBAGS. The 

CTC went to eat in a 

café selling noodles 

but no beer, whilst 

GASBAGS went to a 

pub with “beer”. The 

CTC team joined the 

GASBAGS later in the night but there was little doubt who had 

drunk more beer on this night. 

We arrived back at the Youth Hostel, bought coffees and settled down in the Lounge. Whereas Peter 

is known as the wit of the CTC, Alec must now take the crown of storyteller of the CTC. He gave us 

tales of massage parlours, and then to top it all how he lost his virginity at the age of 17 – a definite 

dark horse. John, not to be outdone, came up with his own goings-on, repeating the story of his Isle 

of Skye trip where at the top of a mountain two couples had stripped off and asked to John to take a 

photograph. However this version of the story had not just 2 couples but a whole army of people 

running around naked. To be fair to John though, he is a great story-teller, and takes the title of best 

story-teller in GASBAGS. 

We settled down in bed, leaving on one small light for the “bouncer-size” walkers, who we had seen 

downstairs putting back pint after pint. In they came and went to bed. Then the biggest one let out 

an enormous snore that shook the room, then another, then another. We all lay there wondering 

what to do, our beds rocking after each snore. Then brave Peddling Peter calmly said, “Please stop 

that snoring.” The snores continued but Peter was determined. He jumped out of bed and shook Mr 

Snorer vigorously. The snoring stopped and turned into a whimper – would you like to awaken to 

see a ghost-like figure standing over you? 

Day 3, Saturday 18 June. Coniston to Hawes Youth Hostel - 67 miles (Mike) 

Peter has many bikes at home but had decided to take his old shopping bike on this trip. That would 

have been ok but it had problems. The tyres kept going down. Before breakfast he disappeared to 

tend to his bike. 

This was to be Jeff’s last day. Jeff had decided before the ride that there was no way he could cycle 4 

days with the super-fit CTC. He had booked train tickets to get home, requiring 3 changes and with 



the likelihood that he would arrive back at Stokesley after the rest arrived at Hawes. Before his first 

train he would still need to cycle 8 miles mainly uphill to get back to the ferry. 

The rain was coming down as we bagged-up our bikes, with the forecast being for rain all day. We 

said our goodbyes to Jeff, who left with a happy smile on his face knowing that he would be back 

home later that day, where his wife Pam could caress his aching legs. 

We cycled fast along Coniston Water, making good progress. 

We were cycled up a hill with Mike and Jess trailing when 

these two looked to see the rest cycling back. “Wrong way”, 

they shouted, with Mike and Jess’s hearts sinking as the 

effort had been telling and sweat was dripping off Mike’s 

brow. They then shouted, “Joke”, and explained that they 

had returned to take photographs of the wonderful view.  

We cycled on then Peddling Pete’s shopping bike failed 

again – the bike tyre was flat. Everyone got involved, 

though initially Steve decided to remove his waterproof 

socks as the rain had stopped. Peter, Mark and John turned 

the tyre inside-out, and gave it a good inspection. Mark 

remarked, “Try it 

that way round”, 

aiming to take over 

Pete’s CTC role as “The Wit of the CTC”. Mike inspected the 

tyre with his eye an inch from the tyre wall – the distance of 

his good sight – to the amusement of the gathered team. 

Finally Peter decided to switch around his tyres, by which 

time some of the team walked across the road and just 

watched in a perplexed manner. Would the ride ever 

continue again? 

Fortunately, by the time Peter was ready to cycle again, the rain had stopped, the sun came out and 

we had the best weather of the 4 days. 

Now Steve is not Ian, who, the previous year had changed the route to introduce more steep hills. 

Steve recognised that it would be possible to cycle around a very steep hill and changed the route, 

almost upsetting Mark who loves hills. Jess had proudly taken over Jeff’s role as the back-marker. 

Whereas Jeff had found it difficult to get companions in this role, several members of the team took 

turns in ensuring that Jess was ok, with Steve, in his role as ride leader, being especially prominent. 

The hill that Steve had missed appeared to reappear as far as Mike could tell as there was a very 

long steep climb. As always the CTC waited at the top and gave the exhausted back-markers plenty 

of time to recuperate. This was the hill where the GASBAGS champion John almost beat Mark to the 

top of the hill but was beaten by a whisker. 



Steve had planned this route well, and now we were cycling 

along some wonderful single-carriage almost-car-free roads. 

The route went through Grange-over-Sands, past the M6 and 

on through Dent.  

We were getting hungry and next to a pub we found a small 

shop.  Now Peter is not one to complain he kept saying, but 

he ensured that we knew he had a bad knee, though it was 

hard to tell the way he shot up hills. He also let us know about his tongue, which was very sore as he 

had a sharp piece sticking out of a tooth. He was keen that we all felt his pain and opened his mouth 

wide so we could have a good look at his tongue. 

Unfortunately the photograph did not come out or the 

readers of this note could have felt the pain as well. Peter 

had not been eating solids due to the enormous pain – he 

said it was enormous – and reduced to drinking cold soups. 

His cycling speed had reduced and he was definitely looking 

thinner. 

The route continued to Dent where a pub was spied and the 

team stopped, with now just 14 miles to cycle to Hawes. 

Mike had been expecting the ride to continue past Dent 

Station, which he 

cycled past a few 

years ago and 

knew the climb to 

be very difficult. 

However the route-

master Steve had planned differently, and we cycled up 

alongside a picturesque winding river with only the mile up 

to the B6255 requiring the bikes to be pushed – by Mike and 

Jess at least. Once on the main road the route was almost all downhill for the six miles into Hawes – 

a cyclist’s dream. 

Almost immediately after we arrived at the Hawes Youth Hostel, the rain started and became heavy. 

John stated in a firm voice, “I intend to eat in the Youth Hostel.”  Mike and Jess concurred quickly, 

not fancying the idea of trouping to the Hawes pubs. The CTC looked staggered. Was this the real 

GASBAGS, renowned for beer drinking? A muted CTC discussion took place about Mark needing to 

get out some money. However they spied that the Youth Hostel sold beer and the menu looked 

good. The rain was getting heavier and they agreed to join GASBAGS. Alec was informed, as always 

in his own B&B, and he agreed to set foot in the Youth Hostel 

to eat but not sleep. 

Day 4, Sunday 19 June.  Hawes to Stockton - 62 miles (Mike) 

The Youth Hostel Manager had turned into the Breakfast Chef 

and there was no doubt that this was the best breakfast 



provided by the three youth hostels that we had stopped at. 

There was talk of snoring attributed to Mike but this might 

just have been in the other five sleepers’ dreams. The view 

out of the breakfast windows was magnificent. 

We set off and soon hit a tough hill which led to a plateau. 

Our pace now was very fast and we were really motoring. 

Mike thought that at this speed we could be in Yarm by mid-

day. However the CTC had said by 2pm so they must have 

plans to slow us down? We reached Redmire just 5 miles short of Leyburn when Steve (or Mark) 

decided to change route. We turned back then turned left and found we had a short off-road 

section. There was talk of MickMike not allowing the CTC to go off-road and we all felt like naughty 

boys as we cycled across the rough ground – Mark was actually enthusing about off-road cycling. We 

were back on the road after a few hundred yards but now Mark had the bit between his teeth and 

led us to another off-road route. There needs to be an explanation here. Steve had planned the 

route on Map-My-Ride and then sent the route to Mark to load on his cycling computer. Thus Mark 

was leading much of the time as his computer showed the directions. However we were now off the 

planned route and Mark could see our destination and could see that the off-road route would lead 

to it. Mark stated, “Just a half-mile and back on the road.” Who was to question him? He had led us 

magnificently for 4 days. We set off and soon met deep puddles, slimy mud, and deep ruts. It was 

like being in a war-zone. Mike was expecting Mark to burst into the Vera Lynn song, “We’ll meet 

again”. After about 2 miles we reached the main road, with mud encircling all the brake blocks. If 

only MickMike had been cycling with us we would have been tucked up in a café in Leyburn a long 

time ago. Please note that the author is not complaining as he enjoyed the experience and it helped 

with team bonding. 

We arrived in Leyburn and stopped at a café. Whilst we 

enjoyed expensive coffee Peter was outside tuning up his 

shopping bike – the brakes were binding, not surprisingly 

as they had just been caked in mud! 

We set off again and were now racing aiming to get to 

Yarm by 2pm. We passed through Catterick, Great 

Smeaton, Appleton Wiske then Picton. Mark, Peter and 

Steve could taste the beer and were at their cycling best, 

with Mike a few hundred yards back. Alec passed Mike at 

speed and now the chase was on. Mike inched closer yard-

by-yard and finally overtook Alec before collapsing. 

We arrived at the Yarm pub, bought the cheap beer and 

toasted each other’s health. We enthused about this being 

the best CTC ride ever, due to the superb views and hills, and 

not because Ian, Alison and MickMike were not present. 

They were actually sorely missed and hopefully will be 

cycling on the next year’s CTC ride – perhaps even Ian? 

Mike Newton                      26/06/2011 



Awards 

Peter sent out a list of awards: 
 
Best Route Planner - Steve 

Best route direction advisor - Mark  

Worst route direction - Mark (take the second left, that is after you have gone right at the tee 

junction) 

King of the Mountains in an upward direction- Alec  

King of the mountains in a downward direction - Mark 

Biggest Hill - Kirkstone Pass 

Biggest Person - Mike  

Most suffering without moaning - Peter 

Most girlfriends both real and imaginary - John 

Best confession - Alec 

Most stuff - Alec 

Knobbly knees contest - Peter 

Best short film documentary - The flat tyre, directors cut - Mike 

Fastest Femail - Jessica 

I don’t know how he keeps going - Jeff 

Best mud plugging - Mark 

Most punctures - Peter 

Best puncture finder - Steve 

Best newcomer - Jessica 

There's just no stopping the old fella - Mike 

Match maker, Match maker, make me a match - John 

Most innovative peanut butter recipes - Jessica 

The humanitarian award for letting Peter have the bottom bunk - Jeff 

How does he go up those hills on those gears - Steve 

Best Bike - Peter 

Can you smell TCP? – Peter 

Mark’s awards: 
Team effort for inside out tyre turning...... Pete, Steve and Mark 
Best use of recycled items from a skip......... Pete!!! 
 
Mike’s awards: 
Best laughing shoulders - Peter 
Best microscopic eyesight – Mike 
 
Alec’s awards 
Best bike museum collection....Pete 
Best interpretation of Golom...Pete 
Most outstanding invalid award...Pete 
 
John’s awards 
Most diplomatic snore stopper ……Pete 

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100000006438808
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1727963673
http://www.facebook.com/mikeenewton
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100002043923247

